
multiplayer location based hall-scale VR-Experience 

 

The german company your-vr-arena provides with its VR development a solution for a shared VR 

experience where up to 4 Player can combat on shared space (up to 300m2/ 3200 sq ft). Based on a 

standalone VR-Headset large areas could be turned into a shared-space, free-roaming VR-Arena. 

 

 

Your-vr-arena delivers three VR game levels for different location sizes. From 8m to 8m (26ft x 26ft) 

to 14m x 8m (46 ft x 26 ft) up to 20m x 14m (65 ft x 26ft) up to 4 player can compete on the shared 

space. No heavy backpack PCs or external sensors are necessary. Only a gateway PC which is 

equipped with a control software is required in addition to the headsets. The company is currently 

developing  more games so that the user can choose between different vr experiences. 

 

 

Who is the target group? 

The offer is aimed at event companies and startups. E-sports will play a leading role in the future 

market of leisure activities. Providers of laser tag can expand their offer with the help of this VR-

solution. 

 

What are the costs? 

The company offers a simple financing model. The Vr experience can be easily rented (monthly or 

yearly). For startups, the fair use tariff is suitable, where you are only charged for the time you use 

the VR app/Headset (0.1 eur/min/headset). Monthly costs for rental are 390 eur/month (monthly 

payment) or 240 eur/month (annual payment). The headsets are not included in the rent. 

 

What are the advantages of this solution? 

- Very cost effective. 

 A VR-arcade can be realized with only a very small initial investment. The fair use tariff is particularly 

noteworthy, as the founder only pays when the VR app is used. 

 

- Low infrastructure required.  

Apart from a router, the VR headsets and a control computer (laptop), nothing else is needed. This 

also allows applications that are limited in time (renting the hall only temporarily). 

 

- Game development.  

The games are intelligently and excitingly developed. Team play, man against man, unforeseen 

opponents and a mission make the game play exciting and varied, which goes beyond the simple 

"zoombie shooter" level. 

 

 

Who we are? 

your vr arena is a foundation of the entrepreneur and developer Chris Krohne. For years, the 

entrepreneur has been active in various technical fields. "VR is definitely one of the most interesting 

future technologies, which will influence the fields of entertainment, e-sports and e-learning to a not 

inconsiderable extent". 

 

 

 

Website: https://your-vr-arena.com 

 

Pressinfo: https://your-vr-arena.com/#download 

 

Contact: Chris Krohne, press@your-vr-arena.com 


